Name ________________________________________ Grade: ___________

Subject: ESS

Final Revision worksheet (Grade 8) Term 2
Covered Material for the Assessment
Chapter 3 (lesson 4 / 5) in addition of workbook activities.
Chapter 4 (Lesson 1/ 2) in addition of workbook activities

A)
1.

Answer the following questions
What are the most famous mountains in Europe?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

2.

What is the highest mountain in Europe?
_______________________________________________________
Where can we find Ural Mountains, eastern or Western Europe?
________________________________________________________
In which countries we can find Monte Rosa.
_______________________________________________________
Which countries make borders between France and Spain?
_______________________________________________________
Which mountains separate Europe and Asia?
_______________________________________________________

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Can we consider Pyrenees Mountains artificial borders? Why?
Why not?
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8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

_____________________________________________________
How is Fold Mountain created?
_____________________________________________________
Where are the Alps Mountains located?
______________________________________________________
What is the economy of the Alps based on?
_______________________________________________________
The location of the Alps is ideal for the production of hydropower.
Why?
________________________________________________________
The location of the Alps is ideal for farming. Why?
_______________________________________________________
How many large hydroelectric dams in Alps region?
_______________________________________________________
What are the different degrees of Economic Integration?
_______________________________________________________
Want is the meaning of “Economic Integration”?
______________________________________________________
What are the two big wars happened in Europe?
______________________________________________________
When did those two wars happen? When did they end?
______________________________________________________
What natural sources helped France and Germany to fight each
other? What was the use of each of them?
______________________________________________________
What was the brilliant idea of Jean Monnet and Robert Schuman?
________________________________________________________
Was this idea successful for European countries to overcome their
problems and make a strong Union among them? Why?
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______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
B)

Complete the following sentences using the correct
geographical terms

1.

Arab Common Market was founded in __________________

2.

In eliminating some customs duties and taxes in gradual stages
between ________________ to __________________

3.

The idea of unified intra-Arab trading ________________ is a good
idea because the global economy is moving towards numerous trading
blocs, such as ____________________ and others

4.

the most famous four mountains in Europe are ________________,
____________________, ____________________________, and
______________________

Good luck
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